One of the main difficulties in studying expression in musical performance is the acquisition of data. While audio recordings abound, automatically extracting precise information related to timing, dynamics, and articulation is still not possible at the level of precision required for large-scale music performance studies. In 1989, the Russian pianist Nikita Magaloff performed essentially the entire works for solo piano by Frédéric Chopin on a Bösendorfer SE, a computer-controlled grand piano that precisely measures every key and pedal action by the performer. In this paper, we describe the process and the tools for the preparation of this collection, which comprises hundreds of thousands of notes. We then move on to presenting the results of initial exploratory studies of the expressive content of the data, specifically effects of performer age, performance errors, between-hand asynchronies, and tempo rubato. We also report preliminary results of a systematic study of the shaping of particular rhythmic passages, using the notion of phase-plane trajectories. Finally, we briefly describe how the Magaloff data were used to train a performance rendering system that won the 2008 Rencon International Performance Rendering Contest.
Introduction
By now there is a substantial history of quantitative, computer-based music performance research (e.g., Clarke and Windsor (2000) ; Clarke (1985) ; Gabrielsson (1999 Gabrielsson ( , 2003 ; Goebl (2001) ; Honing (2003) ; Palmer (1989 Palmer ( , 1996a ; Repp (1995 Repp ( , 1992 ; Repp et al. (2002) ; Widmer et al. (2003) ; Widmer and Goebl (2004) ; Windsor et al. (2006) , to name but a few). The main difficulty is the acquisition of representative data -preferably a large amount of precise information by high-class artists under concert (not laboratory) conditions. The Magaloff project is centered around such a resource: The Magaloff Chopin Corpus, recordings of the Russian pianist Nikita Magaloff publicly performing the complete works for solo piano by Frédéric Chopin on stage, at the Vienna Konzerthaus in 1989. The collection meets all of the above mentioned criteria: It comprises over 150 pieces, over 10 hours of playing time, over 330,000 played notes. Having been performed and recorded on a Bösendorfer SE computer-controlled grand piano, the precise measurements of timing, loudness, etc. of each played note along with the pedal movements are available. To the best of our knowledge, as such it is the first precisely documented comprehensive collection of the complete works of a composer performed by a single artist as well as the largest collection of performances of a single artist available for performance research. By special permission of Magaloff's widow we are allowed to use this data for our research.
For further use of the corpus, it is necessary to annotate the raw MIDI data with the corresponding score information. That includes converting the music score sheets into a machine readable format and aligning the score with the performance (see section 3). The result constitutes the Magaloff Corpus, the empirical foundation and first milestone of our project. Based on this data, we seek new insights into the performance strategies applied by an accomplished concert pianist. In Section 4, we describe several research strands that are currently pursued and present some first preliminary results related to several aspects of performance: the effects of age and how Magaloff copes with it; the phenomenon of performance errors; the use of between-hand asynchronies as an expressive device, and especially tempo rubato. We also describe first results of a systematic study of the temporal shaping of particular rhythmic passage, using the notion of phase-plane trajectories. In Section 5, finally, we discuss the use of the Magaloff Corpus as training data for a performance rendering system that won the 2008 Rencon International Performance Rendering Contest in Japan.
Nikita Magaloff

Biographical Remarks
Nikita Magaloff, born on February 21, 1912, in St. Petersburg, was a Russian pianist. As his family was friendly with musicians like Sergei Rachmaninov, Sergei Prokofiev and Alexander Siloti, he grew up in a very musical environment. In 1918, the family first moved to Finland and then to Paris soon after (1922) , where Nikita Magaloff started studying piano with Isidore Philipp, graduating from the Conservatoire in 1929 (Cella and Magaloff, 1995) .
Magaloff started his professional career mainly in Germany and France, often appearing together with the violinists Jószef Szigeti (whose daughter Irène he later married) and Arthur Grumiaux, and the cellist Pierre Fournier. In 1949, he took over Dinu Lipatti's piano class at the Geneva Conservatoire where he continued teaching untill 1960. His pupils include Jean-Marc Luisada, Maria Tipo, Sergio Calligaris, Michel Dalberto and Martha Argerich.
Magaloff is especially known for his performances of the complete works of Frédéric Chopin, which he usually presented live in a cycle of six recitals. The first ever recording of the complete works of Chopin was made by Magaloff in the years [1954] [1955] [1956] [1957] [1958] for Decca. He repeated this for Philips in 1975. Other than that, only a few studio recordings by Magaloff exist. Nikita Magaloff died in on 26 December 1992, at the age of 80 in Vevey, in the Canton Vaud in Switzerland (Cella and Magaloff, 1995) .
Magaloff 's Vienna Concerts in 1989
Between 1932 and 1991, Magaloff appeared in 36 concerts in the Wiener Konzerthaus, one of Vienna's most illustrious concert venues -24 solo concerts, 10 concerts as orchestra soloist, 2 chamber recitals together with József Szigeti.
1 In 1989, he started one of his famous Chopin cycles in which he would play all Chopin's works for solo piano that were published in the composer's lifetime, essentially Op. 1 to Op. 64, in ascending order. Each of the six concerts was concluded with an encore from the posthumously published work of the composer. The concerts took place between January 16 and May 17, 1989, in the Mozartsaal of the Wiener Konzerthaus. At the time of the concerts, Magaloff was already 77 years old. Daily newspapers commenting on the concerts praise both his technique and his unsentimental, distant way of playing (Sinkovicz, 1989; Stadler, 1989) . Table 1 lists the programs of the six concerts.
Although the technology had only been invented a short time before (first prototype in 1983, official release 1985 (Moog and Rhea, 1990) ), all six concerts were played and recorded on a Bösendorfer SE, precisely capturing every single keystroke and pedal movement.
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This was probably the first time the new Bösendorfer SE was used to such an extent. The collected data is most likely the most comprehensive corpus every recorded from one performer. In 1999, we received written and exclusive permission by Irène Magaloff, Nikita Magaloff's widow, to use the data for our research.
Preparation of the Corpus
The recorded symbolic performance data requires careful preparation to become accessible for further investigations. Without any reference to the score, nothing can be said about how specific elements were realised. A lengthened eighth note and a shortened quarter note may account for the same amount of performed time, the former probably being part of a slower passage in the same piece. Without any information about the notated duration In the following we describe the steps we undertook to provide the score information for all performed notes -a rather demanding challenge, that took more or less a whole person year. We need the final state for the corpus to be a piecewise list of all performed notes aligned with their counterparts in the score. For this we first need symbolic, computerreadable representations of all scores, which then are aligned to the MIDI data representing Magaloff's performances. Given the nature of Chopin's music -high note density, high degree of expressive tempo variation -automatic matching will be error-prone and accordingly, intensive manual correction of the alignment is required. As the most intuitive way to view a score is the music score itself, the easiest access for manually inspecting and correcting an alignment is to display the score page and the piano roll representation of the performance (MIDI) joined together by the alignment. This requires a score representation that contains not only information pertaining to the musical content of the piece but also to the geometrical location of each and every element on the original printed score. The format most suitable for our needs is musicXML (Recordare, 2003) . MusicXML is intended to describe all information -musical content, expressive annotations, editorial information -contained in a score and is also very commonly used in optical music recognition (OMR) software. As it is text-based and human readable, it is easy to extend the format with the geometrical information we need.
From Printed Score to Extended MusicXML
The first step in digitising the score is to scan the sheet music. As we have no information as to which score editions Magaloff used, we used the Henle Urtext Editions (Zimmermann, 2004) with the exceptions of the Sonata Op. 4 and the Rondos Op. 1, Op. 5 and Op. 16, that Henle does not provide; in these cases we were forced to use the obsolete Paderewsky editions (Paderewski, 1999 (Paderewski, , 2006 . The 930 pages of sheet music were scanned in greyscale with a resolution of 300 dpi. The commercial OMR software SharpEye 3 was used to extract the musical content from the scanned sheets. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the program working on Chopin's Ballade Op. 52.
The example illustrates several problems in the recognition process: the middle voice starting in the beginning of the second bar (B 4) is misinterpreted as a series of sixteenth notes instead of eighths, which is easy to miss both when reviewing the score as well as listening to a mechanical MIDI rendering. The middle voice in the second half of the bar could not be read from the scan and has to be added manually. To emphasise a melody voice or to clarify a situation where voices cross, a note may have two stems with different Figure 2 : A multivoice situation where a rest has to be added so that the middle voice starting is placed on the correct symbolic onset (left: score image, right: SharpEye Interface) durations. In the case shown in figure 1 , the sixteenth notes G4 starting in the first measure on beat 4 can be interpreted as expressive annotation or interpretative advice rather than actual note content. Keeping the ones with the shortest duration, the duplicated notes had to be removed, as they would bias the error statistics we carry out on the performances (see 4.2). Other common problems include 8va lines (dashed lines indicating that certain notes actually have to be played one octave higher or lower) that are not recognised by SharpEye, bars spanning more than one line, and certain n-tuplets of notes. Especially rhythmically complex situations with different independent voices can lead to problems in the conversion. Figure 2 shows such a situation: A sixteenth rest has to be added so that SharpEye places the B4 on the correct onset. Thus, intensive inspection and extensive manual corrections have to be made. The graphical alignment software discussed in Section 3.2 provides for manual post-correction of those.
The choice of SharpEye was also motivated by the fact that, while SharpEye exports the results in a musicXML format which originally does not store the geometric location of the elements on the page, it also provides access to the intermediate, internal representation of the analysed page. This information is stored in mro files, SharpEye's native file format. In mro files, all recognised elements are described graphically rather than musically: notes are stored with their position relative to the staff rather than with a musical interpretation of the note that takes the clef into account. Figure 3 shows the same chord represented in the two different formats. A custom-made script was used to extract the geometrical position of the note elements from the mro file and add the information to the corresponding elements in the musicXML file, thus linking the musicXML file with its original sheet music image.
Score-Performance Matching and Graphical Correction
Score-Performance Matching is the process of aligning the score and a performance of a musical piece in such a way that for each note of the score the corresponding performed note is marked and vice versa. Each score note is either marked as matched or omitted if the score note was not played, and each performed note is marked as either matched or inserted if the played note has no counterpart in the score. With the exception of trills and some other ornaments, this constitutes a one-to-one matching situation of score and performance. Several matching strategies are mentioned and evaluated in the literature (Heijink et al., 2000; Raphael, 2006) , ranging from straight-forward matching to dynamic time warping or Hidden Markov Models. We use the edit-distance paradigm that was initially invented for string comparisons (Wagner and Fischer, 1974 ) and has been used in different music computing applications (Dannenberg, 1984; Pardo and Birmingham, 2002) . Grachten (2006) offers more detailed information on edit-distance-based matching as a score-performance alignment algorithm. Since the edit-distance assumes a strict order of the elements in the sequences to be aligned, it is not directly applicable to polyphonic music. To solve this problem, we represent polyphonic music as sequences of homophonic slices (Pickens, 2001) , by segmenting the polyphonic music at each note onset and offset. The segments, represented as the set of pitches at that time interval, have a strict order, and can therefore be aligned using the edit-distance. A series of edit operations -insertion, omission, match and trill operations in our case -then constitute the alignment between the two sequences. Each of the applied operations comes at a cost (the better the operation fits in a specific situation, the lower the cost), the sum of which is minimised over the two sequences -score and performance.
Due to the complexity of the music and the highly expressive tempo and timing variations in the performances, the automatic score-performance matching is very error-prone. As the number of notes is vast, the interface for correcting and adjusting the alignment has to be intuitive and efficient. Extending the musicXML by geometric information from the scanning process allows for an application displaying the original score sheet in an interactive way: each click on the note elements in the image can be related to the cor- responding entry in the musicXML score. A combined display of this interactive score and the performance as a piano roll provides easy access to inspecting and modifying the alignment. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the platform independent Java-Application we developed.
One problem with the matching was that in some pieces there are differences between our version of the score and the version performed by Magaloff: this ranged from small discrepancies where, e.g., Magaloff repeats a group of notes more often than written in the score (e.g., in the Nocturne Op. 9 No. 3, bar 111), to several skipped measures (e.g., Waltz Op. 18, where he omitted bars 85 to 116), to major differences that probably are the result of a different edition being used by Magaloff (e.g., in the Sonata Op. 4 Mv. 1, bars 82 to 91, where the notes he plays are completely different from what is written in the score). In the error analysis presented in Section 4.2 below, we will not count these as performance errors, and we also do not count these cases as insertions or omissions in the overview table 2. Table 2 gives a summary of the complete corpus. Grace notes and trills are mentioned separately: Grace notes do not have a nominal duration defined by the score. Therefore they cannot contribute to discussions of temporal aspects of the performance. As a con- sequence we normally exclude those from the data. Trills constitute many-to-one matches of several performance notes to a single score note. When counting the performance notes in the corpus, the number of performance notes matched to a trill have to be accounted for. Accordingly, the complete number of performed notes is composed of the number of matches, substitutions, insertions, matched grace notes, and trill notes. The complete number of score notes is composed of the number of matches, substitutions, omissions, and matched and omitted grace notes. 
Statistical Overview
Exploratory Intra-Artist Research
This section describes a number of initial studies we performed on the data in order to explore characteristics of Magaloff's playing style. We view these as first steps into investigating the art of a world-class pianist based on data with unprecedented precision.
Performer Age
One of the remarkable aspects of Magaloff's Chopin concerts in 1989 is the age at which he undertook this formidable task: he was 77 years old. (Williamon, 2004) . A psychological theory of human life-span development identifies three factors that are supposed to be mainly responsible for "successful ageing": Selection, Optimisation, and Compensation (SOC model (Baltes and Baltes, 1990) ). Applied to piano performance, this would imply that older pianists play a smaller repertoire (selection), practice these few pieces more (optimisation), and hide technical deficiencies by reducing the tempo of fast passages while maintaining tempo contrasts between fast and slow passages (compensation) (Vitouch, 2005) . In Flossmann et al. (2009a) , we tested whether Magaloff actually used strategies identified in the SOC model. The first aspect of the SOC model, selection, seems not to be supported in this case: Magaloff performed the entire piano works by Chopin within four months.
5 We cannot make a statement about optimisation processes due to our lack of information about his practice regime before and during the concert period.
Regarding possible compensation strategies, we studied Magaloff's performance tempi in the context of other recordings -on theétudes only, to keep the effort manageable. We analysed selected recordings of Chopin'sétudes by several renowned pianists, including an earlier recording by Magaloff at the age of 63. These audio recordings, a total of 289 performances of 18études by 16 performers 6 , were semi-automatically beat-tracked using the software Beatroot (Dixon, 2001 (Dixon, , 2007 to determine a tempo value. 6 Arrau (recorded 1956), Ashkenazy (1975) , Backhaus (1928) , Biret (1990 ), Cortot (1934 ), Gavrilov (1985 , Giusiano (2006 ), Harasiewicz (1961 , Lortie (1986 ), Lugansky (1999 ), Magaloff (1975 , Magaloff (1989 ), Pollini (1972 ), Schirmer (2003 , Shaboyan (2007), and Sokolov (1985) .
7 A basic tempo value was estimated by the mode value, the most frequent bin of an inter-beat interval
Compared to these performances, Magaloff's Op. 10 etudes are on average 1.2% slower, the Op. 25études 5.6% slower than the average performance. Compared with the metronome markings in the Henle editions, 12 out of 18 of Magaloff's performances are within a 10% range, three pieces more than 5% slower, three pieces more than 5% faster. Comparing Magaloff's recordings at the age of 63 and 77, the tempi vary to a surprising degree, but no systematic tempo decrease in the latter could be found. On the contrary, in 12 pieces out of 18, the recording at age 77 is faster, sometimes to a considerable degree (up to 17% in Op. 10 No. 10). On the whole, Magaloff's performances do not suggest a correlation between age and tempo, while the tempi of the other pianists' recordings show a slight age effect (with piecewise correlations between pianist age and tempo ranging from −0.66 to 0.51, with an average of −0.17).
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As an exemplary piece containing tempo contrasts, we examined the Nocturne Op. 15 No. 1 (Andante cantabile), which contains a technically demanding middle section (con fuoco). The tempo values of performances by 14 other pianists, including Argerich, Rubinstein and Pollini, show a significant correlation between the age of the performer at the time of the recording, and the tempo of the middle section (the older, the slower). The tempo ratios between the contrasting sections, however, showed no overall age effect, confirming Vitouch's interpretation of the SOC model (Vitouch, 2005 ). Magaloff's performance of the Nocturne does not fall into this pattern: he played faster than the youngest of the performers while keeping a comparable tempo ratio.
Thus, our analysis of Magaloff's tempi does not point to any compensation processes, which were indeed found with other pianists. In sum, Magaloff's Chopin does not seem to corroborate the SOC model.
Error Analysis
Performance errors occur at all levels of proficiency. Studies have been conducted under laboratory conditions and give first insights into the phenomenon (e.g. van de Sande (1993, 1995) ; Repp (1996) ). However, confirming these results under real concert conditions has been difficult so far. In Flossmann et al. (2009a) and Flossmann et al. (2010) we analyse Magaloff's performance errors, put them into context of both performance and score and test whether the findings corroborate previous studies.
As can be derived from Table 2 the Magaloff performances contain 3.67% insertion errors, 3.50% omission errors and 1.55% substitution errors. This exceeds the percentages Repp found (1.48%, 0.98%, and 0.21%, respectively (Repp, 1996) ), but looking only at the particular piece used by Repp (Prelude Op. 28 No. 15) the error percentages are similar (0.72%, 1.58% and 0.52%, respectively). Among the piece categories, the Scherzi and Polonaises stand out in terms of insertion errors (above 5%), the Rondos and Impromptus constitute the low-insertion categories (insertion rate below 2.0%). The Impromptus are histogram with a bin size of 4% of the mean inter-beat interval.
8 These considerations are based on the underlying assumption that the difficulty of a piece increases with the tempo. This is not universally true. However, for the pieces in question -the fast pieces of thé Etudes -the assumption seems warranted. Considering the errors in the context of the general tempo of a piece, we found that a high note density goes along with a higher error frequency (the more notes per time unit, the more errors). This holds to a varying degree for all kinds of errors: overall the corpus exhibits correlation coefficients between note density and frequency of insertion errors, omission errors and substitution errors of 0.39, 0.26 and 0.61, respectively. Figure  5 shows the error rates and correlation coefficients of error frequency and note density for the respective categories of pieces. The Ballades and Polonaises show both high error percentages as well as a high correlation of error frequency and note density, suggesting that these are technically particularly demanding.
The perceptual discernibility of an insertion or a substitution error is closely related to how loud the wrong note was played in proportion to the other notes in the vicinity and how well the note fits into the harmonic context (Repp, 1996) . Viewing the insertion notes in the corpus in their vertical and horizontal context reveals that the majority of notes are inserted with at most 70% of the loudness of the adjacent (horizontal and vertical) notes. An analysis of the harmonic appropriateness of the insertion and substitution notes in their context, however, suggests that the errors are perceptually more conspicuous than assumed: 40% of the respective errors are not compatible with the local harmony.
Our findings in this live performance data mostly corroborate Repp's findings under laboratory conditions (Repp, 1996) : the percentage of errors in melody voices is lower than in non-melody voices (omission rates of 1% (melody voices) and 4.1% (non-melody voices)), and the majority of insertion errors are of low intensity compared to their immediate neighbourhood. The error frequency is related to a varying degree to the note density, depending on the technical demands of the actual piece.
If we may make a somewhat speculative comment here, the fact that Magaloff did not reduce his performance tempi even at age 77 (see Section 4.1) and that his performances display relatively high error rates might be taken as an indication that Magaloff aimed at realising his musical ideas of Chopin's work rather than at error-free performances. Further analyses will try to establish connections between score characteristics and certain error patterns.
Between-hand Asynchronies
Temporal offsets between the members of musical ensembles have been reported to yield specific characteristics that might reflect expressive intentions of the performers; e.g., the principal player in wind or string trios precedes the others by several tens of milliseconds (Rasch, 1979) , and soloists in jazz performances have been shown to synchronise with the rhythm section at offbeats (Friberg and Sundström, 2002) . As the hands of a pianist are capable of producing different musical parts independently, the temporal asynchronies between the hands may be an expressive means for the pianist. In Goebl et al. (2010) , we examined the between-hand asynchronies in the Magaloff corpus. The asynchronies were computed automatically over the entire corpus based on staff information contained in the score, assuming that overall the right hand played the upper staff and the left hand the lower. For the analysis of this phenomenon we excluded all onsets marked in the score as arpeggiated ; in these cases temporal deviations are prescribed by the score rather than being part of the interpretation. The main results of this study are reported briefly in the following.
The analysis of over 160,000 nominally simultaneous events revealed tempo effects: slower pieces were played by Magaloff with larger asynchronies than faster pieces. Figure 6 (left panel) shows the correspondence between event rate and asynchrony. Moreover, pieces with chordal texture were more synchronous than pieces with melodic textures. Subsequent analyses focussed on specific kinds of between-hand asynchronies: bass anticipations and occurrences of "tempo rubato in the earlier meaning" (Hudson, 1994) .
As bass anticipations we consider events where a bass note precedes the other voices by more than 50 ms. They can be clearly perceived due to their large asynchronies and can be considered to be expressive decisions by the performer. Magaloff's performances contain a considerable number of these bass anticipations (about 1% of all simultaneous events). Again, higher proportions are found in slower pieces.
The "tempo rubato in the earlier meaning" refers to particular situations in which the right hand deviates temporally from a stable timing grid established by the left hand (Hudson, 1994) . Chopin, in particular, recommended to his students this earlier type of rubato as opposed to the later type that refers to a parallel slowing down and speeding up of all parts of the music (today referred to as expressive timing). We automatically identify sequences where Magaloff apparently employed an "earlier tempo rubato" by searching for out-of-sync regions in the pieces. An out-of-sync region is defined as a sequence of consecutive asynchronies that are larger than the typical perceptual threshold (30ms) and that comprises more events than the average event rate of that piece. On average, 1.8 such regions were found per piece (283 in total) with particularly high counts in the Nocturnes -a genre within Chopin's music that leaves most room for letting the melody move freely above the accompaniment. Figure 6 shows the correspondence between event density and number of "earlier tempo rubato" sequences.
Finally, an attempt was made to predict Magaloff's asynchronies on the basis of a set of mostly local score features using a probabilistic learning model. Between-hand asynchronies in some individual pieces could be predicted quite well (Étude Op. 25 No. 11 or Impromptu Op. 29), but generally the prediction results were poor. It might be that a more complex representation of the score might be required to explain and predict betweenhand asynchronies, which potentially contain a range of expressive intentions in Magaloff's Chopin .
Phase-plane Representations for Visual Analysis of Timing
In this section, we illustrate how phase-plane representations of timing data provide a tool for exploring and understanding various aspects of the data. The phase-plane representations is a visualisation tool common in physics and dynamic systems theory. It was introduced in the context of music performance research (Grachten et al., 2008; Ramsay, 2003; Grachten et al., 2009) , mainly because of its emphasis on dynamic aspects of the data. This is of particular relevance for the analysis of "expressive gestures", which are (at least partially) manifest as fluctuations in timing and loudness of performed music.
A phase-plane plot of expressive timing displays measured tempo data as a trajectory in a two-dimensional space -the state-space -, where the horizontal axis represents tempo and the vertical axis represents the first derivative of tempo. Passages of constant tempo do not cause any motion through the state-space, but changes in tempo lead to (typically curved) clockwise trajectories, where accelerandi correspond to motion through the first and second quadrants, and ritardandi to motion through the third and fourth quadrants.
The phase-plane representation of empirical data is part of a larger methodology known as functional data analysis (Ramsay and Silverman, 2005) . The core of this methodology is the construction of a suitable functional approximation of measured data points, which are assumed to be measurements of some continuous process. In our case the functional approximation is done using linear combinations of piecewise polynomial curves (B-splines) to fit the data. The fitting process uses a least-squares criterion that includes a penalty term for roughness -thus higher penalties lead to smoother curves. Phase-plane plots of data are obtained by plotting the fitted function against its derivative. Derivatives can easily be computed due to the piece-wise polynomial form. More details can be found in Grachten et al. (2009) . The method for computing phase-planes used here differs slightly from the one presented in Grachten et al. (2009) . Rather than approximating tempo data, which are derived from measured onset times in the performance, we fit the measurements directly as a scoreperformance time-map. This method is more robust in the sense that the fitted function is less susceptible to overshoot due to fitting with low roughness-penalties. The IOI curve is obtained by taking the first derivative of the function fitted to the score-performance time-map. Rather than converting the inter-onset interval (IOI) curve into a tempo curve for phase-plane display, we compute the phase-plane trajectory by taking the negative logarithm of the IOI curve, where the IOI values are divided by the average IOI value over the region of interest. The resulting curve is very similar conceptually to a tempo curve (that is, greater values imply a faster tempo), with the difference that the scale is logarithmic. Thus, a value of 1 corresponds to doubling the nominal tempo, and a value of -1 to half the nominal tempo.
A data set like the Magaloff corpus offers a unique opportunity to study how expressive patterns relate to musical structure. Typical corpora of music performances are less suited for such studies, since they tend to contain performances by many pianists, but for a relatively small amount of musical material. Since the Magaloff corpus contains virtually all of Chopin's piano works, there is an abundance of musical material.
As a preliminary study of Magaloff's style of expressive timing, we investigate timing patterns corresponding to particular rhythmical contexts throughout the corpus. The first step is to select rhythmical contexts that occur frequently in different pieces. We then compare the expressive timing data corresponding to all instances of those rhythmical contexts to see whether the rhythmical contexts can be characterized by a typical timing pattern. We restrict a rhythmical context to be of fixed length, namely one measure. The context is uniquely determined by its time signature and the onset times of the left hand (relative to the start of the measure). Table 4 shows two such rhythmical contexts and their occurrences in the corpus. Note that the patterns are both regular divisions of the measure into 16 equal parts, the only difference being that one pattern has a 2/2 time signature, and the other 4/4. Figure 7 shows the phase-plane trajectories corresponding to the patterns A and B. In order to avoid clutter not all instances of both patterns have been drawn in the plots. Instead, we show the average trajectory (bold line), together with the average trajectories of four clusters within the set of trajectories (thin lines), in order to give an impression of Both patterns show roughly circular trajectories, indicating a speeding up in the first half of the measure and a slowing down in the second half of the measure. Although both patterns are quite similar, as might be expected based on the similarity of the rhythmical contexts, there are also two clear distinctions. Firstly, the absolute sizes of the (averaged) trajectories differ between patterns A and B. Pattern A shows larger trajectories than pattern B, implying greater fluctuation of tempo. Secondly, pattern B shows an embedded cyclic form halfway through the trajectories. This corresponds to a brief slowing down and speeding up in the middle of the measure, and suggests that the weak metrical emphasis on the third beat is accentuated by a slight lengthening. This accentuation is completely absent in pattern A.
A last notable aspect of the plots is that the trajectories are not completely circular. There is a slight, but apparently systematic, discrepancy between beginning and end points. Although this might be an artifact of averaging, it is likely that the rhythmical contexts are themselves part of a larger context that has a characteristic timing pattern, since such patterns often span more than one measure.
Towards Comprehensive Inter-Artist Investigations
While the Magaloff corpus allows us to analyse one pianist's playing style in great depth and with high precision, even more insights can result from comparing Magaloff's style to the style of other pianists. This, of course, would require more such corpora of symbolic data. Unfortunately, in most cases the only available resource for data by other pianists are audio recordings.
Manually annotating a large number of audio recordings is beyond the limits of our resources. Therefore a longer-term goal is to develop a system that can extract symbolic data from audio recordings. Since the score that a performance is based on can be assumed to be known in most cases, the prime task is to identify each score note's position within the audio recording -a problem known as audio-to-score alignment. Based on this step further performance parameters, like loudness, timbre characteristics, etc., can be estimated. Audio-to-score alignment has been an issue in computational music research for more than ten years. By now two competing approaches as well as numerous variations and improvements have been established. One technique is to use the Dynamic Time Warping algorithm in order to align feature sequences computed from audio as well as the score (Hu and Dannenberg, 2005) . The other method is to build statistical, graphical models, which can not only embed the temporal order of note events but also additional a priori knowledge, like relative note durations (Raphael, 2006) While a lot of recent work has focused on real-time aspects of audio-to-score alignment, in the present context accuracy is much more crucial. We have recently introduced a refinement method which was able to extract onset times more accurately than the human threshold of recognition for about 40% of the notes within our test set (Niedermayer, 2009) . Although this result is encouraging, it clearly shows that manual post-processing is still required in order to create accurate data.
Given more reliable automatic annotations the prospect is to build corpora of symbolic performance data for other pianists with a manageable amount of manual post-processing. Within the course of this long-term objective the Magaloff corpus will play several roles: (1) the existing transcriptions can serve as ground truth data for the quantitative evaluation 
The Magaloff Corpus as Training Data for Expressive Performance Rendering
A data corpus of this dimension and precision is not only interesting for what it shows about the pianist that created it. The detailed annotation of score information for each played note makes the corpus a valuable asset as ground-truth data for various data driven music processing tasks. One such tasks is Expressive Performance Rendering -the problem of automatically generating a performance of a given musical score that sounds as "human" and "natural" as possible. To this end, first a model of the score or certain structural elements and musical elements of the score is calculated. The score model is then projected onto performance trajectories (for timing, dynamics etc.) by a predictive model that is usually learned from a large dataset of expressive performances. In Widmer et al. (2009) and Flossmann et al. (2009b) we give a detailed description of our performance rendering system YQX. The core of the system is a probabilistic model that captures dependencies between score and performance characteristics, and learns to predict expressive timing, dynamics, and articulation. Given a musical score, the system predicts the most likely performance as seen in the database it was trained on -in our case, the Magaloff Corpus. As the prediction is done note by note for the melody voice of the piece 10 , the system computes a characterisation of all melody notes through a number of features that describe some aspects of the local context of each melody note. The features -both discrete and continuous variables -include among others: the pitch interval to the next note, the rhythmic and harmonic context, and the distance to the nearest point of musical closure according to an Implication-Realization analysis (Narmour, 1990 ) of the melodic content.
11 See Flossmann et al. (2009b) for further detail on the score features. For each melody note three performance characteristics are extracted from the corpus describing the tempo, dynamics and articulation. The dependencies of score characteristics and performance characteristics are modelled through conditional probability distributions as depicted in Figure 8 : for each configuration of discrete features we train a model that relates the continuous features to the observables. Hence, predicting tempo, dynamics and articulation for a melody note basically means answering the following question: given a specific score situation what are the most likely performance parameters found in the data corpus.
The predicted sequences are then projected onto a mechanical MIDI representation of the score in question, rendering an expressive version of the piece. A crucial issue is the trade-off between the specificity of the description of score context on the one hand, and the availability of training examples on the other. Using unspecific score context descriptions it may be impossible to narrow down an appropriate range of performance feature values per score context. On the other hand, using too specific descriptions of score context it is hard to reliably infer performance feature values, due to the small number of instances per score context. By enhancing the learning algorithm to optimise the predicted values over the complete piece instead of just choosing the locally most appropriate, we managed to slightly improve the results (Flossmann et al., 2009b) .
Judging the expressivity of the generated performances in terms of how"human" or "natural" they sound is a highly subjective task. The only scientific environment for comparing different models according to such criteria is the annual Performance Rendering Contest RENCON (Hashida, 2008) , which offers a platform for presenting and evaluating, via listener ratings, state-of-the-art performance modelling systems. In the RENCON 2008, two pieces specifically composed for the contest had to be rendered autonomously, one piece supposedly being Mozart-like, the other Chopin-like. Awards were given for expressivity (RENCON Award, by audience), technical sophistication of the system (RENCON Technical Award, by the commitee) and for "affecting the composer most" (RENCON Murao Award, by T. Murao) 12 . Trained on Magaloff's Chopin Corpus, YQX won all three of these.
13 See Widmer et al. (2009) for more information on this, and www.cp.jku.at/projects/yqx for videos of YQX performing live at the RENCON contest.
Conclusion
The goal of this article was to give the readers a broad introduction to, and a current status report on, a large-scale piano performance research project that is based on an exceptional corpus of empirical data. Dealing with data sets of this size raises a number of practical (and in some cases also conceptual) problems, which we tried to briefly illustrate here. The Magaloff corpus provides us with unique opportunities for studying a wide range of piano performance questions in great detail; the specific studies presented above are only first steps in a much longer-term research endeavour. While we cannot make the Magaloff corpus publicly available, due to the restricted, exclusive usage rights associated with it, we do hope that the experimental results based on it will contribute new insights to music performance research, and we hope to be able to at least make available to the research community some of the software tools we are developing for this exciting endeavour.
